
For balance laws we evaluate an integral value (e.g. mass), from it's volumetric density (e.g. mass density).

This topic is discussed in detail at

Density of physical  fields and path to formulating a balance law: 
Abeyaratne Vol II, 1.8 Extensive Properties and their Densities.

From Abeyaratne vol II:
"

"
For example mass for P1 U P2 = mass of P1 + mass of P2

In these cases we can define a density for the macroscopic value 
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Spatial flux on the RHS is NOT due to the motion of body (e.g. material velocity)1.
Note: 

  IN FACT as mentioned the boundaries of Pt MOVE with VELOCITY FIELD so there is NO CONECTIVE FLUX of material   
through the boundaries of Bt anyway. However as we saw before due to the motion of Pt D S/ Dt has some terms from 
boundary velocity.

BALANCE LAWS are recent in CURRENT CONFIGURATION2.

Spatial flux times normal vector is order m: example  a.
Source term and s (spatial density) are tensor order m and spatial flux f x

s is order m + 13.

Examples: 

Tensor 
Order

Balance law S s Source term Flux

0 Mass Mass  (mass density) NONE NONE

1 Linear 
Momentum

P p = V (linear momentum 
density)

b Body force -Stress -

 Energy E E = E (energy density) b.v + Q (heat source) + 
etc.

q (heat flux) - v. +  
etc.

There are also many balance laws from other fields or specialized form of balance laws from above (Electromagnetics, 
chemistry, acoustics, etc.) 

We need to expand the RHS in terms of volumetric and surface integrals and collect terms of the same form.

For an integral with moving boundaries we have:
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  Velocity of boundary of Bt (       ) at position z and time t

Note that in equation 2 z can refer to any coordinate system, may not even be related to any physical problem.-

V(z,t) is simply the speed at which the boundary of integration domain moves (again it can have no physical meaning).-

In the context of balance laws z can be any of the following:-

z = y (spatial - current configuration - Eulerian)
In this case we have

1.

z = x (Referential configuration - Lagrangian)2.

z as any combination of the two: This option is useful for ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulations - which are very 
appropriate for solid/fluid interaction problems and very large deformation solid mechanics    

3.

NOTE: Balance laws are expressed in CURRENT / EULERIAN framework, BUT they can 
be PULLED back to LARGRANIAN (option 2) or Arbitrary configurations (ALE in 3)

We show this process by going back to referential configuration for solid mechanics

Nomenclature:
Balance law and conservation law are often used interchangeably. However, conservation law, may be more appropriate to be used 
for a quantity that is CONSERVED, is D S / D t = 0, such as conservation of mass, rather than for a problem where S can be changed due 
to the source terms and boundary fluxes (such as linear momentum). In such cases "balance" of change of the macroscopic quantity S 
and the agents of the change, i.e. source term and boundary fluxes, is a more appropriate terminology.

Derivation of a general balance law:

For an Eulerian (current) configuration the balance law can be written as (eqn 1):
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PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS -

JUMP CONDITIONS-

Derivation of STRONG FORM, i.e. 

From balance laws

The general derivation of differential equations is as follows:

Use of divergence theorem: refer to comment VALIDITY OF STRONG FORM
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Applying divergence theorem (4) to equation (3) we obtain (note that the Fx is a function of y and Bt is in 
spatial configuration so the divergence is a spatial divergence:

The argument for the derivation of the PDE (strong form) is as follows:

We have an integral that is zero for ANY Bt subset of the domain D. The integral of I over ANY of these Bt is zero and Bt is 
arbitrary. The only way that this can happen is if the integrand is zero:

In fact we should be a bit more careful and assume the integrand is continuous (so that we do not have lone points where the 
function is nonzero yet not affecting the integral). 

Localization theorem can be expressed in different ways (and more general ways) but perhaps the easiest to 

understand is the following:

This proof justifies the derivation of the strong form as shown above.
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This proof justifies the derivation of the strong form as shown above.

So the strong form of a balance law is:

It's easy to verify the following for a general tensor s

To summarize a balance law in integral (weak) and strong forms can be written as

Strong form:

Balance laws in its ORIGINAL FORM are ALWAYS more general than their integral form AFTER the application of 1.
Notes:
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Balance laws in its ORIGINAL FORM are ALWAYS more general than their integral form AFTER the application of 
divergence theorem or their corresponding PDEs (strong form)

1.

Reason: As soon as we apply the divergence theorem, we are assuming that the field is regular enough (C1 
regularity needed for divergence theorem). The balance law is still valid if s for example is C 0 in x. In fact, in 
hyperbolic problems, e.g. electrodynamics, the do have jumps in fluxes and s which make the strong form (PDE) 
and integral form with divergence term invalid. Clearly, all these equations are valid for regions where there are 
no shocks. We briefly discuss how to obtain the jump conditions from a balance law.
The form with COMPLETE DIVERGENCE term is preferred (when divergence is applied) :2.
In forms A & B in balance laws and PDE, form A which has a complete divergence term is preferred, and is the 
physically and mathematically correct way to write the formulation. Complete divergence directly corresponds to 
first two lines (L1, L2) above where it still has integrals on the boundary of B. This way of expressing the equation 
enables direct and correct formulation of the jump conditions which is not possible in a non -conservation law 
form (forms B above). 
Example:

Balance of llinear momentum reads as:

While B is simpler, you often see the balance of linear moment for fluids, in e.g. Navier-Stokes and Euler's 
equations, is written in form A for the same reasons discussed above.

To reiterate, while forms B and C look simpler for the reasons mentioned above (complete spatial, that is div, and 
temporal derivative) form A is often used in the literature.

STEADY STATE / STATIC BALANCE LAWS

A balance law was written as:
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Expression of balance laws for arbitrary domains in spacetime:

In equation (8)  we are dealing with a prismatic domain in space and time. For example, in 1D we can demonstrate 
this as,

It would be ideal to express balance laws for spacetime domains that are not prismatic (i.e. occupying the same B0) for 
two reasons:

Allows more general formulation of balance laws which is essential for applications where we are dealing with 
arbitrary shapes of domain in spacetime, rather than simple extrusion of space domain in time (as for the figure on 
the left). An application of that for example is the Spacetime Discontinuous Galerkin method that we are working on 
where elements occupy unstructured domains in space and time.

1.

By expression the balance laws in space and time, we remove the time derivative of s in  the equation above (8) so the 
solution to the problem can be even more general (i.e. not possess temporal derivative). Again this, in fact, is the case 
as for hyperbolic problem jumps involve discontinuities in both space and time.

2.

The derivation of jump conditions becomes trivial with this approach.3.

A balance law was written as:

If the problem is static / (steady state) fields do not depend on time and the LHS vanishes:
So the balance law can be written as:
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where elements occupy unstructured domains in space and time.
By expression the balance laws in space and time, we remove the time derivative of s in  the equation above (8) so the 
solution to the problem can be even more general (i.e. not possess temporal derivative). Again this, in fact, is the case 
as for hyperbolic problem jumps involve discontinuities in both space and time.

2.

The derivation of jump conditions becomes trivial with this approach.3.

We can define balance laws for arbitrary 
domains in spacetime by combining f 
(as the temporal flux) and Fx (as spatial flux) 
in the following spacetime flux:

The derivation of balance laws in spacetime is motivated in these notes:

http://rezaabedi.com/wp-content/uploads/Courses/ContinuumMechanics/BalanceLaws.pdf

Note: Normal vectors cannot be objectively defined in spacetime. However, rather going through a more rigorous analysis, we only 
convey the main concept of expressing balance laws in space and time.

JUMP CONDITIONS

From 8 (static) and 9 (dynamic) we observe that any balance law can be written in this abstract form:

Derivation of balance laws in spacetime:
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http://rezaabedi.com/wp-content/uploads/Courses/ContinuumMechanics/HWJumpConditions.pdf

Solid mechanics velocity fields1.
Hydraulic jump2.
Velocity, pressure, energy in fluid mechanics3.

The jump condition can be written as:

Flux F can have a jump in spacetime. Some examples where fields experience jumps from one side to the other side:

The derivation of the jump condition is more discussed in this HW problem from FEM class (no need to return it):

There are also some examples of cases where stress and velocity fields in solid mechanics actually suffer jumps in space and time in 
this HW

For more discussion on the importance of jumps one can refer to:
Abeyaratne: Vol II

SUMMARY
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Note: Jump conditions are often not important in static problems
Example: refer to the HW on this topic.

SUMMARY
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Note: Jump conditions are often not important in static problems
Example: refer to the HW on this topic.

Note: In Solid mechanics we often pull-back the balance law to reference (Lagrangian) configuration. In that case, the 
convective flux  s   v disappears and other terms are modified as well.

Final note:
Balance laws can also be written for 
: surfaces (integral inside the surface will be balanced by integral on its boundary - often in the form of line integral)
Examples of such can be for example found in electromagnetics.
We need to have a transport equation for surface integral time derivative.
This can be found in Abyaratne Vol II:
"

"

There is also time derivative of a line integral:
"

"

Final note:
The balance law:

Can also be written in this form:
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In this observation we have a FIXED spatial control volume and observe the change of S inside this FIXED control 
volume. In this case there is a flux through its boundaries s v.n. 

While this interpretation adds insight into balance laws expressing balance laws in the form

The same part of material B0 moves in time.

I prefer the second interpretation as we can directly link it to physics laws (balance of linear momentum, mass, energy, etc.)

i.e how the mass for an observation window changes -

Example:

The second interpretation, equation 12, is however useful in measuring what is the change of D for a FIXED OBSERVATION 
VOLUME:
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Example:
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